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1. Background
Social media platforms have seen unprecedented worldwide growth. For example, as of June
30, 2015, Twitter has over 300 million active monthly users, 77% of whom are outside of the
US.1 Social networks form a platform for people to share and discuss their views and opinions,
and many share their health-related information both in general-purpose social media (such as
Twitter, Facebook or Instagram) and in health-related social networks (communities focusing
specifically on health issues, such as DailyStrength or MedHelp). Advances in automated data
processing, machine learning and natural language processing (NLP) present the possibility
of utilizing these massive data sources for public health monitoring and surveillance, as long
as researchers are able to address the methodological challenges unique to this media.
Numerous studies have been published recently in this realm, including studies on pharmacovigilance,2 identifying smoking cessation patterns,3 identifying user social circles with
common experiences (like drug abuse),4 monitoring malpractice,5 and tracking infectious disease spread.6–8 A systematic review9 conducted in 2014 found numerous attempts to use this
user-generated data, but none yet integrated in national surveillance programs, noting the
promise and challenges of the field quite succinctly:
“More direct access to such [social media] data could enable surveillance epidemiologists
to detect potential public health threats such as rare, new diseases or early-level warnings for
epidemics. But how useful are data from social media and the Internet, and what is the potential to enhance surveillance? The challenges of using these emerging surveillance systems
for infectious disease epidemiology, including the specific resources needed, technical requirements, and acceptability to public health practitioners and policymakers, have wide-reaching
implications for public health surveillance in the 21st century.”9
The use of social media for health monitoring and surveillance indeed has many drawbacks
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and difficulties, particularly if done automatically. For example, traditional NLP methods that
are applied to longer texts have proven to be inadequate when applied to short texts, such as
those found in Twitter.2 Something seemingly simple, such as searching and collecting relevant
postings, has also proven to be quite challenging, given the amount of data and the diverse
styles and wording used by people to refer to the topic of interest in colloquial terms (semantic
heterogeneity) inherent to this type of media.
The goal of this session was to attract researchers that have explored automatic methods
for the collection, extraction, representation, analysis, and validation of social media data for
public health surveillance and monitoring, including epidemiological and behavioral studies.
It serves as a unique forum to discuss novel approaches to text and data mining methods that
respond to the specific requirements of social media and that can prove invaluable for public
health surveillance. Research topics presented at this session include:
•
•
•
•

Early detection of disease outbreaks10
Medication safety, including drug interactions11 and dietary supplement safety12
Health behaviors, including diet success13 and smoking cessation14
Individual well-being,15 which affects mental and physical health

This paper first summarizes the current state of, and recent advances in, social media
mining for health monitoring, focusing on examples of promising research areas (Section 2),
technical challenges (Section 3), and societal implications and considerations (Section 4). We
then provide an overview of the research presented at this session in Section 5, with concluding
remarks in Section 6.
2. Expanding the Frontiers of Public Health
We begin by summarizing recent research in some key areas of public health for which social
media mining has been especially popular and fruitful, with an emphasis on how these focus
areas are evolving to increase public health impact.
2.1. Disease Surveillance: Beyond Influenza
Disease surveillance is one of the longest-running use cases for social media mining. Some
of the earliest work using web data for public health surveillance was to estimate influenza
prevalence from search query volumes.16 This idea was made famous with Google’s widelyused Flu Trends service.17,18 Google Flu Trends recently ended their service (as of August
2015), but Google will continue to share their data with academic research labs.19 While
search queries were the original data sources for web-based disease surveillance, social media
has since become a popular data source for influenza monitoring, including weblogs20 and
microblogs, especially Twitter.21–25
Influenza has been by far the most commonly surveilled disease, in part due to its
widespread prevalence—it affects millions of people each year (causing 3,000–50,000 yearly
deaths in the US26 ), making it both an important disease to monitor and a disease that
is widely discussed in social media. The original motivation for using web data to estimate
influenza prevalence is that it can be estimated in real-time, in contrast to traditional gov469
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ernment systems—the national surveillance coordinated by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention in the US, for example, is one to two weeks out of date. However, it has been
argued that social media-based influenza surveillance has limited utility in many scenarios, as
many agencies and institutions already conduct timely influenza surveillance.27
More recently, web-based disease surveillance research has moved in new directions with
potentially higher impact:
Other infectious diseases More recent social media research has considered disease surveillance for infectious diseases other than influenza. For example, a number of researchers have
used search and tweet data to track dengue fever.28–31 Others have used Twitter to monitor
cholera,7 E. coli,32 and ebola.33,34
Forecasting While most early work on web-based disease surveillance focused on estimating
the current week disease prevalence (referred to as “nowcasting”), more recent work has attempted to forecast disease prevalence, using web data to predict prevalence weeks into the
future.35–38 The ability to accurately predict future levels of disease prevalence will greatly
help with planning and preparedness.
High-impact locations Much work with influenza has focused on surveillance at the national level in countries such as the US, but more recent work has focused on locations that
would benefit more from real-time surveillance: countries with fewer existing surveillance resources39 and fine-grained locations, such as hospitals40,41 and mass gatherings.42
2.2. Pharmacovigilance
Pharmacovigilance, which primarily involves the monitoring of adverse reactions caused by
medications, is another established use case of social media.43 Users discuss their healthrelated experiences, including the use of prescription drugs, side effects and treatments on
social media, which makes social networks unique and robust sources of information about
health, drugs and treatments. Research has focused on the detection of user posts mentioning
adverse reactions and the extraction of drug-adverse reaction association signals, utilizing data
from specialized health communities and forums,2,44–46 online reviews of drugs47 and generic
networks such as Twitter.48–51
Adverse reaction detection A number of studies focus on the automatic classification of
user posts to determine if adverse reactions are mentioned. Common approaches involve utilizing annotated data sets to perform supervised classification to identify adverse reaction
assertive posts and/or personal experiences of adverse reactions.46,48,52,53 Supervised classification approaches require manually annotated data and recent advances in research have seen
the creation of such data sets.52–54 One important challenge that has been frequently discussed
in supervised learning tasks is the data imbalance in social media data.52,53
Discovering drug-adverse reaction associations Some research has concentrated on extracting specific adverse reaction mentions (and their lexical variants) and identifying as470
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sociations between specific drugs and adverse reactions. Most past approaches are lexiconbased2,45,55 and recent approaches have applied supervised learning techniques for extraction.51
Following the extraction of concepts, co-occurrence metrics have been applied for quantifying
drug-adverse reaction associations.44
2.3. Behavioral Medicine
Another rapidly expanding area of social media surveillance is understanding behaviors that
affect health, such as smoking and diet. It has been argued that behavioral medicine will play
a prominent role in the digital surveillance revolution, because there is a large knowledge gap
in many areas of behavioral medicine.56 We summarize recent research in a few key areas.
Smoking and substance abuse One of the major uses of social media to study behavioral
medicine has been to understand smoking and tobacco use.57 Social media can be used to
understand availability of and interest in various nicotine and tobacco products,58 including
electronic cigarettes, which are a rapidly evolving market for which social media has provided
much faster intelligence than traditional sources.59–61 Social networks have also been analyzed
to understand smoking cessation and online social support for cessation.3,62–64
Other substance abuse issues have been studied as well, including trends in alcohol use65,66
and problem drinking.67,68 Some researchers have focused on using social media data for monitoring prescription drug abuse.4,69–73 Specialized social networks have been used for analyzing
the effects of drug reformulation74 or the phases of drug abuse recovery.75 Among generic
social networks, Twitter is becoming increasingly popular for monitoring patterns of specific
prescription medication abuse.4,69
Diet and fitness A number of researchers have analyzed food consumption patterns in
Instagram76,77 and Twitter,78,79 including seasonal patterns in weight loss.80 Researchers have
also studied physical activities in Twitter,81,82 including measuring outcomes of fitness goals.83
3. Technical Challenges of Social Media Mining
There are a number of challenges with automated text analysis, particularly when working
with data from social media. We describe some of the key analytic tasks needed for public
health mining, along with recent advances in these technologies.
3.1. Processing Informal Text
A key challenge with automatic data mining of social media is that standard NLP tools,
which are traditionally trained on formal text (e.g., newswire), do not adapt well to the
informal, non-standard language used online. Some researchers have created NLP tools, such
as part-of-speech taggers and named entity recognizers, specifically for Twitter.84,85 This can
help researchers apply NLP to tweets, although this is not a general-purpose solution: tools
tailored to Twitter may not work well on other social media platforms.
A particular challenge in the domain of health is that laypeople on social media may not
use accurate medical terminology. One solution to this issue is to analyze text that mentions
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common symptoms, rather than references to specific illnesses.86 There has also been research
to correct and normalize medical terminology,87 and there is a large body of research on
general language normalization for social media text.88
3.2. Sentiment Analysis
A particular branch of NLP that shows promise for social media monitoring is sentiment
analysis.89 Sentiment analysis involves automatically ascribing positive, negative, or neutral
sentiment to portions of text that express opinions. Sentiment analysis has been applied to
social media in interesting ways to understand important public health issues. We provide a
few examples here.
Sentiment analysis has been used to understand public attitudes toward vaccination by
analyzing Twitter messages.90 For example, the study in Ref. 91 found that negative sentiment
toward vaccines spreads through social networks more than positive sentiment. Sentiment has
also been analyzed in the context of drug abuse, in order to understand public interest in
drugs. For example, researchers have measured shifts in public attitudes toward marijuana.92,93
Sentiment analysis is particularly applicable to online reviews, which have been analyzed for
public health in the domain of online doctor and healthcare provider reviews, to understand
patient perceptions of care quality.94,95 The studies in Refs. 96,97 found that sentiment inferred
from reviews is significantly correlated with existing provider quality metrics.
However, sentiment analysis does not work as well for short text, such as tweets.98 Sentiment classification is an active area of NLP research, and improvements in this technology
will lead to improvements in understanding public opinion and awareness.
3.3. Richer Language Understanding
Much of the research on social media mining for health monitoring has used relatively simple
methods of text analysis, such as dictionary associations. While simple approaches can work
reasonably well, there is an upper limit to their performance, and future improvements will
require NLP tools that can extract richer meaning from text.
Richer NLP can even improve seemingly simple tasks. For example, while early research
showed that tweets with keywords such as “flu” are well-correlated with influenza prevalence,21
more recent research has shown that flu is discussed in different ways on Twitter, for example,
whether a user is describing a personal experience or simply sharing news of the flu season,
and whether a user is personally sick or whether they are describing a family member or coworker.25,99 These distinctions can affect the performance of influenza surveillance, and such
distinctions require NLP systems that incorporate richer n-gram and linguistic features.25
Richer NLP techniques have also been applied to concept extraction tasks, such as adverse drug reaction mention extraction. Early techniques primarily focused on lexicon-based
approaches, where the natural language mentions of the elements of interest are encoded in
lexicons and these are utilized to detect their mentions in text.2,45,46,55 These techniques have
led to the development of health-related lexical resources from social media sources (e.g., the
Consumer Health Vocabulary100 ). The use of colloquial language, however, limits the performance of such approaches. With the creation of annotated data in recent years, supervised
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machine learning approaches are becoming increasingly popular, and they have also shown
promising performance in quantitative evaluations.51,101
4. Societal Implications and Considerations
There are a number of social and societal implications of using social media for public health.
We briefly discuss some key considerations here.
4.1. Impact of Social Media Monitoring
There is currently a gap between what is possible with social media monitoring—which many
studies have demonstrated successfully, as described in Section 2—with what is being done
in practice. As noted in the review in Ref. 9, existing social media systems have not widely
integrated with national surveillance. However, the landscape is beginning to change. The US
government has expressed interest in using social media for health surveillance, with both the
CDC and the Department of Health and Human Services (HSS) soliciting submissions of systems that monitor social media for health issues.102,103 Private companies, such as Sickweather,
make social media monitoring available to the general public.
One hurdle in bringing social media monitoring to practice is gaining trust of practitioners and the public. For example, trust in web-based disease surveillance was eroded after
researchers showed significant failings of the popular Google Flu Trends system.104 More time
will be needed to understand how such systems perform in practice. In the meantime, researchers must validate their social media models carefully to ensure progress is being made.105
4.2. Ethics of Social Media Research
There are a number of ethical considerations to keep in mind when using social media data
for health research. One of the key concerns hinges on the extent to which social media data
should be treated as public versus private data.106 Even though social media data are publicly
available, social media users may not intend or wish for their data to be used for research.107
Users may not be aware that their social media data is publicly available,108 and may have
expectations of privacy even in public settings.109 The distinction between public and private
data becomes additionally complicated by the fact that machine learning algorithms can make
inferences about private attributes, even if not explicitly stated in public data.110
Addressing these issues involves an ongoing conversation among Internet researchers,111
and a number of scholars have written about using big data for research.112 For more discussion
of social media ethics in public health research, see Refs. 113–115.
5. Session Overview
This session hosted cutting-edge research in many of the public health areas described in
Section 2. We briefly summarize the contributions below.
5.1. Disease Surveillance
Ofoghi et al.10 presented research on disease-related emotion detection in tweets, suggesting
that emotion tweets can be utilized to detect and monitor disease outbreaks. This work intro473
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duced NLP classifiers to categorize tweets into various emotions (e.g., “anger”, “surprise”).
The distributions of emotions were then analyzed in datasets of tweets pertaining to the ebola
epidemic in 2014–2015. The authors found that the distributions differed among tweets at the
time and place of an outbreak compared to outside tweets. These results suggest that emotion
classification could help distinguish outbreak-related tweets from other disease discussion.
This research is an example of using richer NLP models to categorize disease-related tweets
in useful ways, as discussed in Section 3.3: it is not enough to know that a tweet discusses
ebola, but rather how ebola is being discussed.
5.2. Pharmacovigilance
The session hosted two papers on pharmacovigilance.
Correia et al.11 investigated the utility of Instagram—an increasingly active social media
platform—as a source of information for adverse drug reactions (ADRs). Instagram constitutes
a potentially novel data source, in contrast to most social media-based ADR research which
has focused on platforms such as Twitter and Facebook. This study analyzed, and introduced
visualization tools for, Instagram messages mentioning various drugs used for depression. The
results show that health issues are commonly discussed on Instagram, and there is potential
for identifying ADRs, including interactions with other drugs and products.
Sullivan et al.12 focused on adverse reactions to dietary supplements, which are products
that are not currently well-monitored. This study analyzed Amazon.com reviews of nutritional
supplements, and used a topic modeling system to categorize products based on their potential
danger, as suggested in reviews. In the study, the proposed automated system agreed with
human annotators 69.4% of the time, suggesting that automated methods can potentially be
used to flag dangerous products.
5.3. Behavioral Medicine
The session included multiple studies that fall broadly in the category of behavioral medicine.
Aphinyanaphongs et al.14 analyzed tweets for mentions of e-cigarette use. Because ecigarettes constitute a relatively new product and public health phenomenon, real-time surveillance is needed to better understand usage patterns in the population. This work developed
classifiers to identify tweets which mention e-cigarettes, as well as tweets which mention using e-cigarettes to support smoking cessation. The study developed a baseline classification
performance of up to .90 AUC for detecting use and .94 AUC for detecting smoking cessation
intent. The results show potential for measuring e-cigarette use from Twitter.
Weber and Achananuparp13 analyzed public food diaries from the application, MyFitnessPal, and constructed models to predict whether users will or will not meet their daily caloric
goals. By analyzing the predictive features, this study provides insights into what features
are predictive of diet success or failure. Some results are expected, such as oil and butter
contributing to diet failure and fruits contributing to diet success, while some insights are
non-trivial, such as differences between types of meat. Future work points to insights from
more complex features, such as the interactions of dietary groups.
Schwartz et al.15 developed models to predict the state of well-being of individuals from
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their Facebook data, where well-being reflects positive mood as well as additional constructs
such as meaning in life and engagement in activities. Using n-gram and topic features, the
authors built classifiers to estimate various metrics of well-being at the level of individual
Facebook messages, as well as the aggregate level of a user’s entire stream. The goal of such
research is to improve our understanding of the determinants and consequences of well-being,
which is correlated with outcomes of both mental and physical health.
6. Concluding Remarks
The goal of this session was to create a single venue for cross-disciplinary researchers to present
research on social media mining for public health monitoring and surveillance. The session provided a forum to share new research in a variety of important public health areas, including the
detection of disease outbreaks and awareness; pharmacovigilance, including interactions with
natural products and dietary supplements; and various issues related to behavioral medicine,
including weight loss, e-cigarette use, and well-being. Through these projects, researchers also
advanced the technology needed to understand social media text, for example by developing
new NLP classifiers, new topic model variations, and new visualization systems. Given the
ever-increasing amount of social media data around the world, interest in such systems will
only increase over time.
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